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Highlights from the Press – Zilliken 2020

Zilliken “Butterfly Riesling” 2020
[92] James Suckling 
Very fresh and lively, with so much energy and herbal freshness, this 
has a wonderfully crisp personality. Long, harmoniously dry finish 
that makes this an extremely flexible wine. Drink now. June 2021 

[89] Wine Spectator 
Austere in aroma and flavor, this white offers peach, lime, celery root 
and quinine notes, with precise focus and fine length. October 2022

[89] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
Once again an absolute charmer. It delivers a lovely nose of lemon, 
tart pineapple, a nice base of slate, spring flowers and a gently smoky 
top note. On the palate the wine is medium-bodied, bright and juicy,  
with lovely balance and grip, fine focus and sneaky length on the 
well-balanced finish. This is the ultimate everyday Saar Riesling. 
March 2022/Issue #97

[87] Vinous
Pear and peach aromas anticipate the fruity impression on the subtly 
creamy palate of the 2020. Residual sugar is supportive without 
engendering outright sweetness. The finish, while not notably clear, 
is satisfying sustained and juicy, and apple seed piquancy serves for a 
bit of counterpoint. May 2022

[87] Mosel Fine Wines 
An off-dry wine made from grapes harvested in the Niedermenniger 
Herrenberg and Saarburger Rausch. It offers a refreshing nose of 
herbs, almost petrolly smoke, gooseberry, green apple, and licorice. It 
reveals some nice flavors of peach, pear, and herbs on the quite subtle 
but also rather smooth palate and leaves an herbal and spicy feel in the  
dry-tasting and nicely long finish. A touch of tartness comes through 
in the aftertaste which still needs to integrate. This off-dry wine offers  
much direct pleasure delivered with some depth. Now-2025. July 2021 

Zilliken Estate Riesling 2020
[92] James Suckling 
Barely off-dry, this is a very juicy Riesling that has a firm core of slate 
character. So light-footed and bright with a wonderfully refreshing 
and super-clean finish. Drink or hold. June 2021 

[91] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
with its combination of good acidity and classic Saar minerality, the  
wine is perfectly balanced. The bouquet wafts from the glass in refined  
blend of fresh pineapple, lemon, a touch of fresh mint, white flowers, 
a lovely base of salty slate and a bit of lilac in the upper register. On the  
palate the wine is bright, medium-full and filigreed, with Spätlese-like  
sweetness levels, lovely soil signature and bounce, ripe acids and a 
long, complex, vibrant and simply delicious finish. March 2022/Issue #97

[89] Vinous
The slightly sweet 2020 Riesling leads with very ripe scents of 
pear and mirabelle as well as a tropical suggestion of mango. Overt 
sweetness predictably accentuates the wine’s dominant fruitiness 
throughout. But the juicy finish reveals salinity to stimulate the 
salivary glands as well as sufficient fruit pit and seed piquancy to serve 
for welcome pushback to the sweetness. The cuvée here, incidentally, 
is overwhelmingly from Saarburger Rausch. May 2022

[88] Wine Spectator 
Inviting, with fresh, juicy and ripe peach and lychee flavors, revealing 
a hint of smoke and white pepper on the mouthwatering, medium- 
length finish. October 2022

[87] Mosel Fine Wines 
A fruity and zesty nose of grapefruit zest, lime, smoke, Conference 
pear, yellow peach, and tangerine. The wine proves juicy and fruity. 
July 2021 

Mosel Fine Wines 
“The Estate crafted a collection of Saar wines which combine elegance and lightness with a touch of roundness. The wines are well made with some 
direct refreshing flavors. More than in recent vintages, the wines do not show all their potential when freshly opened (although the aromatics are 
quite compelling) and really gain from airing, often several days in advance. So, we would advise any reader to actually give these wines time, also in 
order to allow the wines to integrate their tail of sweetness they require some bottle aging to fully shine. In addition, we would recommend readers 
to live their bottle alone for a few years in order for the sweetness to integrate.” July 2021. Issue No. 57 
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Zilliken Saarburg Riesling Trocken Alte Reben 2020
[93] James Suckling 
An impressive introduction to dry Saar Riesling, which shows  
precisely the cool, wet-stone character we associate with these wines. 
Understated and very elegant with mint, parsley and dill overtones. 
Not so compact, but the finish is very tightly wound. So many subtle 
nuances at the end! Drink or hold. June 2021 

[90] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
Made from vines that range from sixty to fully one hundred and thirty  
years of age! It delivers a vibrant bouquet of lemon, fresh pineapple, 
green apple, a complex base of slate, elder flowers, citrus peel and a 
touch of lemongrass in the upper register. On the palate the wine is 
crisp, medium-full and beautifully balanced, with a fine core, excellent  
mineral drive and grip, lovely focus and a long, complex finish. This  
is a very stylish wine that is quite approachable today, but still fairly 
primary in personality and a bit of cellaring time will allow its secondary  
layers of complexity to emerge. Good juice. March 2022/Issue #97

[89] Vinous
Smoky herbal notes suggestive of marjoram mingle with scents of 
white peach and apple. The palate is quite creamy but doesn’t lack 
primary juiciness. The finish is well-sustained, if not especially clear, 
and features a slightly edgy sense of tension as well as stony and 
smoky residues. May 2022

[89] Mosel Fine Wines 
An expressive and slightly rich nose of yellow peach, apricot, minty 
herbs, candied grapefruit, greengage, and star fruit. The wine proves 
nicely balanced on the delicately creamy, fruity, and spicy palate and 
leaves an enjoyable feel of cut, freshness, and tartness in the finish. 
This dry wine will need a year or two to reveal its complexity and 
balance. 2023-2030. July 2021 

Zilliken Saarburg Riesling Kabinett 2020
[92] James Suckling 
This takes off vertically from the launch pad and heads straight for 
outer space! So much mint and melon freshness, then comes a touch of  
bitter orange at the long, mouthwatering finish. Drink or hold. June 2021 

[92] Vinous
Ripe pear, tinged with star anise, is mingled with lime, grapefruit and 
white currant on the nose and the buoyant but glossy palate, marking 
a bottling more refreshing than most of the other Zilliken 2020s. 
A hint of almond paste adds richness. Tart, tingling citricity and 
stimulatingly piquant nips of pear seed accompany the long, vibrant 
finish. May 2022

[92] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
Simply lovely from the outset, offering up the filigreed delicacy that 
only Kabinett can deliver. The fined aromatic constellation revels in  
scents of apple, lime blossoms, a hint of white cherry, wild yeasts, 
bee pollen, a gentle hint of cress and a complex base of slate. On the 
palate the wine is medium-bodied, light on its feet and beautifully 
complex, with bright acids, excellent focus and balance and a long, 
well water finish. Such ethereal beauty! March 2022/Issue #97

[89] Wine Spectator 
Offers juicy white peach flavors that take a savory turn, with chamomile,  
dried flower petals and herbs. Vivid and fresh, showing succulent, 
pure fruit in the glass. October 2022

[89] Mosel Fine Wines 
Needs a few minutes in the glass to reveal a light and elegant nose 
of yellow peach, pear, raspberry, bergamot, herbs, and dried white 
flowers. It is delicately smooth and velvety on the light-weighted and 
smooth palate and leaves a nice sense of freshness underpinned by 
candied grapefruit and green apple in the long finish. This Kabinett 
will need a couple of years in order to develop more complexity. 
2024-2035. July 2021 
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Zilliken Ockefener Bockstein Riesling Kabinett 2020
[94] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
The bouquet is hauntingly beautiful, wafting from the glass in a mix 
of sweet grapefruit, lemon, beautiful Bockstein botanicals, a touch of 
wild yeasts, delicate floral tones and just a hint of incipient smokiness 
in the upper register. On the palate the wine is pure, precise and 
medium-bodied, with gorgeous complexity and bounce, a succulent 
core of fruit, great transparency and grip and a very long, vibrant and 
dancing finish. This is a gorgeous Kabinett of delicacy and understated  
beauty that requires a bit of introspection to discover all of its shining 
facets. March 2022/Issue #97

[93] James Suckling 
What a complex filigree wine! Tons of nectarine, herbal and chamomile  
aromas. So straight and pure that you forget that this has quite some 
natural grape sweetness. Very fresh, wet-stone finish. Drink or hold. 
June 2021 

[92] Vinous
Delivers very ripe pear and mirabelle mingled with lychee, tinged with  
chamomile, and balanced by grapefruit, whit currant and rhubarb, for 
an overall impression that combines creamy richness with animation  
and tang. The ensuing tension is not at all awkward but instead 
productively stimulating. The finish is vibrantly sustained and florally 
perfumed, and reflects uncanny integration of high residual sugar. 
May 2022

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
A refreshing and floral nose of vineyard peach, candied grapefruit, 
stone fruit, bergamot, anise, almond, and celery stick. The wine reveals  
some juicy yet round notes of yellow, smooth, and velvety fruits on 
the palate and leaves a long finish with satisfying focus and precision. 
The aftertaste is nicely spicy, herbal, and light-weighted. July 2021 

[90] Wine Spectator 
A rich white, with a touch of lanolin gracing apple, peach and slate 
flavors. Concentrated and lushly textured, with a hint of malt on the 
finish. October 2022

Zilliken Rausch Riesling Kabinett 2020
[94] James Suckling 
Some will say this is “only” a Kabinett, but it’s also a very serious wine 
with considerable depth and many subtle nuances. An amazing range 
of aromas, from lilac to passion fruit. Near-perfect balance of racy 
acidity and delicate grape sweetness. Pristine finish. Drink or hold. 
June 2021 

[94] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
This beautifully filigreed Kabinett offers up a refined, complex nose 
of lemon, fresh pineapple, gently herbal tones, wild yeasts, incipient 
notes of smokiness, lime peel, gorgeous slate minerality and a top note  
of elder flowers. On the palate the wine is medium-bodied, youthful 
and complex, bright acids and lovely focus and grip on the long, min-
eral-driven and vibrant finish. Unlike the Bockstein Kabinett, which 
is absolutely irresistible out of the blocks, I would opt for giving the 
Rausch Kabinett a bit of time in the cellar to stretch its wings, as there  
is a lot more to unfold here in the fullness of time. March 2022/Issue #97

[93] Vinous
Displays tropical elements of mango and papaya, but also Saar-typical 
cherry and almond, as well as offsetting limey citricity, cherry pit  
piquancy and cooling mintiness. Violet-like floral perfume adds allure.  
The polished, subtly creamy palate epitomizes Kabinett delicacy, 
notwithstanding the overall impression of high ripeness. The finish 
is even longer and no less vibrant than that of the two Kabinetts that 
preceded it in the Zillikens’ 2020 line up. There is already a hint of 
Rausch-typical smokiness, and minerally diversity may well emerge 
as the wine matures, which it is almost certain to do so at a slow pace. 
May 2022

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
Rather restrained and shy at first, the wine only gradually opens up to 
offer refined smoky and floral notes of yellow peach, cassis, candied 
grapefruit, orange blossom, aniseed herbs, and mint. The wine proves 
rather smooth and rich with more than a hint of Sp tlese character 
to it on the palate. It leaves a rather elegant, smooth, light, and almost 
easy in the juicy and velvety finish. A kick of spicy and zesty acidity 
lifts up the flavors in the finish. 2027-2040. July 2021 
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Zilliken Rausch Riesling Spätlese 2020
[95] James Suckling  
       – Top 100 Wines of Germany 2021 (#100) –
The whole spectrum of tropical and citrus aromas with hints of 
jasmine and orchid. Excellent concentration and all the brilliance you 
expect from the Saar, the mineral acidity and delicate fruit character 
balanced on the point of a needle. Very long and pure finish. Drink 
or hold. June 2021 

[94+] View From the Cellar Reviews By John Gilman 
The 2020 Zilliken family’s Spätlese from the Rausch vineyard is truly 
special. The wine has an overtly salty aspect to its very complex base 
of slate minerality this year, to go along with beautiful fruit tones of  
pineapple, white cherry, wild yeasts, gentle smokiness, a touch of cress,  
lilacs, violets and elder flowers. On the palate the wine is pure, medium-  
full and vibrant, with lovely filigree and complexity, zesty acids, 
impeccable focus and balance and a long, complex and hauntingly 
pure finish. This is gorgeous juice. March 2022/Issue #97

[92+] Mosel Fine Wines 
Sweet wine (with 77 g/l of residual sugar) with a refined, rich, and 
ripe nose made of apricot, yellow peach, tangerine, whipped cream, 
minty herbs, grapefruit, and lead pencil. The wine is nicely juicy and 
aromatic on the sweet palate packed with exotic fruits and leaves a 
nicely light feel in the juicy and comparatively fresh finish. A sense of 
sweet roundness still dominates the aftertaste at this moment, which 
makes us believe that this Spätlese will need quite some time to  
integrate its elements and even has some upside. 2030-2045. July 2021 

[92] Vinous
Delivers mango, papaya and muskmelon tinged with brown spices 
(notably cinnamon) in a forceful aromatic and exuberant palate 
display. Subtle creaminess of feel is combined with levity and enough 
citric juiciness to refresh. Musky as well as honeyed aspects of overripe  
melon well up on the lusciously sustained finish, but mouthwatering 
salinity also emerges. “There was only perhaps 10% of the fruit  
affected by botrytis,” noted Dorothee Zilliken. May 2022
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